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«Only what gets measured gets done». Certainly, this also applies to sales … but 

how and wherewith? Hoshin Kanri is a tool and methodology to manage a com-

pany operatively and strategically / short and long-term – more comprehensively 

than the Balanced Scorecard. This Toolbox Sales shows you we can help your com-

pany to implement and use Hoshin Kanri focused on sales and go-to-market. 

WHAT IS «HOSHIN KANRI»? 

Hoshin Kanri was invented in Japan after World War II. It is a methodology of strategy imple-

mentation and means «compass needle management», often translated as «policy deployment» 

or «policy-based leadership». Basis are employee empowerment / involvement and standard-

ized processes. Hoshin Kanri has three building blocks: philosophy, toolkit and processes. 
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Hoshin Kanri is usually introduced in an entire organisation. Companies, such as the US con-

glomerate Danaher Corporation, use it for all subdivisions to steer them consistently and effec-

tively. With Hoshin Kanri you can manage individual divisions - permanently isolated or as a 

pilot project for a later, company-wide introduction.  

PHILISOPHY 

Since Hoshin Kanri is a methodology of strategy implementation, it requires a defined strategy 

and appropriate business models. At the heart of the Hoshin philosophy there is the trilogy of 

transparency, reflection and commitment1. 

1. Four steps to implement Hoshin Kanri philosophy 

1. Develop a cascade of goals and targets derived from sales and corporate strategy 

2. Convert the cascade into the Hoshin X-Matrix 

3. Visualize all control information in tables of the Hoshin X-Matrix with access for all peo-

ple involved 

4. Use the X-Matrix for regular management team meetings where the Hoshin instrument 

is practiced. 

2. Cascading goals and targets - Elements of the X-Matrix 

1. It starts with the definition of the most important strategic and financial targets, such 

as sales development, EBIT, margin, etc. with a time horizon of about five years (5 years 

are far enough to change fundamentally and close enough to be relevant ...) 

2. Based on this a definition of annual targets for all previously defined strategic financial 

targets follows, if necessary with further differentiation (for example, subdivision of the 

strategic sales target into annual targets for the home country and for the rest of the 

world). Not only budgeted goals, but also «stretched goals» can be used. The annual 

targets are called KPI - Key Performance Indicators. 

3. From this action priorities are derived to reach annual and strategic goals, e.g. «Priority 

1: Optimize Operational Selling». For each priority area responsible persons (plus dep-

uties) are assigned. 

4. In addition, operative targets for each priority area and for each goal are defined and 

agreed, e.g. «Improving of Offer Hit Rate». We call these operative control goals KCI - 

Key Change Indicators. 

5. All elements are interlinked and related to each other: each strategic goal has at least 

one annual goal and at least one control objective as well as a responsible person. 

 
1 Compare: ARTMANN, CHRISTIAN, Hoshin Navigator 4plus, self-published 
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2. Implementation and management of goals achievement  

In the Hoshin X-Matrix this goal and targets cascade is mapped and relationships are shown. 

They give an overview of the Hoshin compass. The current status of the annual targets and the 

operational objectives will also be reflected in the X-Matrix, as is shown below.  

At regular management team meetings leaders present the status of their KPIs and KCIs - which 

they have previously entered into the Hoshin tool - provide explanations of discrepancies and 

explain their next steps. They ask other responsible persons and answer their questions. 

A key success factor is that it is fine if goals are not achieved once explanations have been given 

and corrective measures have been presented. No one must justify or defend himself in Hoshin. 

The instrument «lives» because all those responsible can bring it up to date at any time and 

other people can see the instrument. 

THE HOSHIN TOOL 

Hoshin uses a central control instrument, which is usually realized as an Excel file with many 

attached worksheets. Implementation as a web application is possible, but not required. All 

those responsible have access to the file, which may only be changed by one person at a time. 

1. Hoshin X-Matrix 

At the heart of the Hoshin file there is the Hoshin X-Matrix Sales, in which all elements are inter-

connected and depend on each other2.  

 
Figure 1 Hoshin X-Matrix sales example (see below for a larger image) 

2. KPI and KCI Boards 

Annual goals and operative control objectives are documented in the Hoshin file, each in a table 

/ worksheet / register of the file (see also larger illustration at the end). The structure of the 

two register pages for KPI and KCI is identical. The desired changes are indicated, who is re-

sponsible for the data and whether it is monthly or accumulated data.  

 
2 We thought it would be a good idea to arrange the elements of the X-Matrix slightly differently than in other sources. 
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For each month and for each goal target values and actual values are compared and, if neces-

sary, supplemented by prediction values, with each new actual value overwriting the predicted 

value. Deviations between actual and budget are automatically highlighted in colour in our ex-

ample file, whereby the colour limits can be adjusted. 

 

Figure 2 KPI board sales (excerpt)  

3. Activity control / action board 

For each action priority there is a leader and assigned goals (strategic, KPI and KCI). The person 

responsible identifies measures for the realization of the priorities and thus for the achieve-

ment of the KPI financial goals and the KCI control variables. He / she documents the measures 

and their status in the action board (see also bigger picture at the end). There is an action board 

for each priority area; the individual boards have a similar structure, which facilitates the dis-

cussion in the management team. 

 

Figure 3 Activity control / action board (excerpt) 

4. Further elements and registers in the Hoshin instrument 

Depending on your needs additional worksheets can be integrated into the Hoshin file. This 

may include a sales pipeline, a recruitment pipeline, or other evaluations deemed relevant. 

However, the Hoshin file should not be overloaded with information and too many details. Eve-

rything should relate to the implementation of the first page, the X-Matrix and its goals.  
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PROCESSES 

The Excel-based Hoshin instrument is a prerequisite for working with Hoshin Kanri, but it is not 

enough. The focus is on a careful introduction and implementation as well as on continuous use 

- Hoshin Kanri must live. 

Hoshin Kanri Implementation 

Following the decision to introduce Hoshin Kanri to Sales (or to the entire company), a sample 

version of the Hoshin Instrument will be created for initial information and communication, as 

well as the subsequent setup. The responsible persons are named, as well as the Hoshin man-

agement team, if it does not exist already. 

We recommend starting with a 1 – 1.5-day management team workshop, which defines the 

strategic goals, annual goals and KCI, sets priorities for action and defines those responsible. 

This is followed by a training session to make it easier for those responsible to get started. 

For introduction start and the first months with Hoshin Kanri, the guidance of an experienced 

specialist is recommended. The introduction of Hoshin Kanri requires a project organization. 

After a few months, the specialist may transfer his role to a member of the management team. 

Management team meetings 

The (sales) management team sessions are based on the Hoshin instrument. Each participant / 

person responsible has prepared himself by means of the Hoshin file, updated his area in good 

time and entered current data. 

Duration and timing of management team sessions are determined individually. We have had 

good experience focusing on the KPI and KCI boards after availability of the previous month's 

figures. In the other sessions - e.g. weekly 1 - 1.5 hours - the focus is placed on one of the prior-

ities and their action board.  

Ideally, the discussion results and changes are immediately entered in the Hoshin tables or im-

mediately provided as a log. Other regulations are company-specific, e.g. how to deal with ab-

sences and whether all participants must be present in person or by video conference. 

Preparation 

Those responsible are accountable for defining, implementing and documenting action priori-

ties, well in advance of management team meetings. Usually, controlling people have to enter 

the appropriate figures for the KPI and KCI boards in good time after the end of the month – 

this need not be done by the persons in charge of each priorities. 
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Dealing with target misconduct 

As already mentioned, it is generally not a problem if the agreed objectives - KPI or KCI - are 

not met in some months. However, this must be communicated openly and not criticized per-

sonally. The responsible persons identify measures for adjustment and correction in good time 

and propose them. It's about cause-determination and action, not blame. In another deepening 

of Hoshin Kanri, methods such as Kaizen or Lean Management, Deming Circle, 5-W Analysis or 

Problem Pareto can help to correct deviations and achieve common goals. 

Communication 

Not all stakeholders will attend the management team meetings, especially with larger sales 

organizations. It is therefore all the more important to inform quickly and comprehensively 

about goal achievement, omissions and corrective measures, as is usual with kaizen (e.g. on 

shop floor level). It makes sense to have graphical implementations of the most important KPIs 

/ KCIs or other means of communication suitable for the corporate style. 

YOUR QUESTIONS – OUR QUESTIONS 

Hoshin is not a panacea and may not be suitable for any business situation or any business. 

Before introducing Hoshin Kanri - be it in the enterprise as a whole or in parts - you should 

answer at least the following three questions: 

1. Are you really interested in systematic control and ready to run the extra effort - both 

financially and personally?  

2. Are you prepared to implement Hoshin Kanri as a method consistently and sustainably, 

to apply and to «live» - and not just to implement an Excel tool? 

3. Can Hoshin Kanri be implemented at all with your management team and will you re-

ceive sufficient support from all relevant influencers / stakeholders?  

Further details must be answered, e.g. whether you work with budgeted or stretched goals, 

predictive values, external support, etc. 

Let us discuss your questions – and ours – in a personal conversation or presentation. 

Here are some references, if you want to read on: 

• ARTMANN, CHRISTIAN, Improving strategy implementation with «Hoshin Kanri», KHD-internal, Jan 

2016? 

• ARTMANN, CHRISTIAN, Hoshin Navigator 4plus, self-published  

• ANAND, B., COLLIS, D. J. & HOOD, S. 2011. HBR Case Study: Danaher Corporation. Harvard Business 

School 

• BYRNE, A. 2013. Lean Turnaround - How business leaders use lean principles to create value and 

transform their company, New York, McGraw Hill. 

• KUDERNATSCH, D. 2013. Hoshin Kanri, Unternehmensweite Strategieumsetzung mit Lean Manage-

ment Tools, Scho fer Po schel Verlag. 

• WITCHER, B. 2002. Hoshin kanri - A study of practice. Managerial Auditing Journal, 17, 390-396. 
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Attachment: Example of a Hoshin X-Matrix Sales 
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Attachment: Example Sales KPI board – excerpt  
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Attachment: Example of an action board – excerpt  
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ABOUT US 

 

Best Practice Sales is a business consultancy specializing in sales. 

Our topics are: Sales strategy, sales processes, sales management 

(including commission systems, balanced scorecard, Hoshin Kanri, 

Scrum®), sales audits, personnel processes and personnel develop-

ment in sales, IT in sales (CRM, BI), organizational changes, 'restart 

sales force' as a growth initiative, key account management ... 

We do this in optimization projects, complex realignments, change 

projects, crisis management and restructuring – as a consultant, in-

terim manager, project manager, executive coach or speaker. 

In most cases we work in longer-term assignments and attach great 

importance not only to advising, but to accompanying our custom-

ers «hands-on» as an operative achiever / maker. To do this we 

bring in expertise, ensure project quality, lead the customer team 

members and ensure know-how transfer to the customer. 

We work for small to large companies and sales organizations, 

mainly in German and English-speaking countries – from medium-

sized, owner-managed companies to multinationals. We support 

field service organizations, retailers, key account management, 

sales management, agencies / brokers, order processing, call centres and customer services. 

We know many industries – wholesale and retail, industrial businesses, financial services, 

transportation, service providers, consumer goods, automotive, advocacy – in many different 

sales situations: end-user business, OEM, distributors / retailers, intermediaries, agencies. 

We can demonstrate a large number of successful projects with proven results as well as nu-

merous references from various industries. 

What sets us apart – What makes us Best Practice? We bring into the client work our personal 

experience as a consultant from well-known consulting firms (Boston Consulting Group, Gem-

ini Consulting). In addition, we add project management skills, experience as a sales director 

or general manager, business management experience in remediation situations. This means: 

We can run your sales organization while designing and implementing measures for all neces-

sary areas for improvement. 

PETER KLESSE 
Managing Director 
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